Neus ^Nfo.I l{arnibian
n the early hours of April 2, 2004'
retired pilot Art Frontczak and PH
Hannes Steynwere glassingherds of
hartebeest, springbok and gemsbok from
the Land Cruiser. At mid-morning,
F{annes spotted a large herd of gemsbok
relaxing on the western slope of a dune,
about 1000 metres away. Through his
binoculars, he counted close to 130
animals spread out over the red sand.
A few clouds floated in the blue sky and
a stiff wind blew from the north. From
time to time, an animal would stand and
stretch and test the wind for danger.
Leaving the vehicle, the two hunters began
their stalk, hoping to get into position
before the wind changed.
Using the sparse available cover, the
hunters managed to get close enough to
the herd to take a better look.
For two years, Hannes had been
watching one particularly long-horned
animal. But never had he found an
opportunity to get a hunter close enough
to take it. A barren cow, quite old, she
carried horns he thought would measure
in the high 40 inches, putting the animal
weli up in the SCl Tiophy Record Book.
Today, he wondered if she was with the
herd. Several big bulls and a few longhorned cows grew nervous, and the herd
began to drift away one by one.
On foot, the hunters trailed the herd
for two hours over the dunes. Hannes,
patient) kept watching and waiting for
the right animal to give them an
opportunity. Several times during the
stalk big bulls offered shots, but as Art
made ready to shoot, each time they gave
the hunters the slip. The wind, though it
made the animals nervous, kept the sand
cool enough for the hunters to lie on
their bellies.
Finally Hannes saw her. "There she is,"
he whispered. Hannes slipped below the
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dune and helped Art find a spot just below
the crest. Using a camelthorn tree for cover,
they set up the shooting sticks. "l70 yards."
Art couldn't be sure he was looking at
the right animal. Suddenly one gemsbok
stood up. The one long-horned female
Hannes had been hoping to see was
standing alone, broadside, ivhile the
others remained bedded.
Art settled the butt of his .338 into his
shoulder, compensated for the heavy
crosswind, and tightened up on the
trigger. At the shot, animals came to their
feet all around her, running, stopping,
looking around. The big female ran 60
yards and went down.
rWhen Art put the live rounds back in his
pocket, his hands shook. Hannes couldn't
hold his binoculars for his hands were
shaking too, but there was a smile on his
face. As they made their way through the
sand to the gemsbok, Hannes could barely
contain the excitement in his voice as he
explained the greatnessof this animal.
Art, who had learned to hunt in
Germany, bent to run his hand through
the coarse hair on the animal's back and
touch the needle-sharp tips of her black
horns. Kneeling, Hannes took a small
clump of grass and placed it in the
animal's mouth, offering it the traditional
'last bite,' out of respect for the animal,
and handed one to Art who put it in his
hatband. "lfeidmann's heil," said Hannes.
"$(/eidmann's danke," Art answered.
In the fleld, the horns measured 47-418
inches on one side, and the tape stretched
to 50 on the other. After the 60-day drying
period, they measured 47-418 and 49-518
with six-inch bases for a total 109-l/8
SCI, making it the (pending) new No. I
Its
for Kalahari Gemsbok (Namibia).
longest horn also made it a new potential
No. 1 for Rowland \Ward. Art Frontczak
had taken the trophy of his life. GZ:
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